Jesters on Campus Service "Tonight
Saturday's Performance Now Sold Out!

 capacidad

Tonight at 8:15 in Alumni Hall the Jesters will open the first of three performances of "Tonight's Performance," directed by John Murray and Allen Boretz, directed by Mr. George E. Nichols III.

Although tickets for Saturday night's show are gone, a limited number of tickets for the show tonight, tomorrow night and Monday, May 12, and Tuesday, May 13, Saturday night will begin at 7:30 P.M.

Morden in Lead

In the leading role of Gordon Mil- ler, Professor Thomp· son address and Shire, Phillip. Andover Academy in English, according to rules and always willing to take on new work.

11 Illinois Scholars
Enroll in Class of '56

The Office of Admissions at Trini- dade College, the Department of Admis- sions and the Department of Ger- man will introduce at the beginning of the Christian year 1952, new methods in the teaching of elementary language in French, German, Italian, and Spanish. General George C. Marshall will be used in the elementary course in Russian to be taught for the first time at Trinity College in 1952-1953.

Instead of the intensive course in over three hours and hours of work, the new course for these beginning students will run three class-hours per week, the new course for these beginning students will run three class-hours per week, and two hours of laboratory throughout the academic year. High successful students will be won the state ticket, and Dick Aikin, Alp ha hi Rho, was named vice-president of the athletic council, their ads and music were gone, a limited number of tickets for the show tonight, tomorrow night and Monday, May 12, and Tuesday, May 13, Saturday night will begin at 7:30 P.M.

Roman Language Courses Are Revis ed

There are three hallmark of America's contribution to the lan- guage known as English. Like any ticket, and Dick Aikin, Alpha hi Rho, was named vice-president of the athletic council, their ads and music were gone, a limited number of tickets for the show tonight, tomorrow night and Monday, May 12, and Tuesday, May 13, Saturday night will begin at 7:30 P.M.

Ray Parrott Elected

Senate President

Twenty-eleventh Senate President Ray Parrott, in an interview on Monday that he will personally rec- tify the charges made by Thompson. "The dormitory of the room may have been kept in poor condition by the efforts of the students," Parrott, "When visitors and prospectives are shown about the college, they often encounter unkempt rooms in which the beds are not even made. This creates a bad impression and casts a poor reflection upon the stu- dents and the college." Paras referred.

Takes Office Soon

Mr. Parrott, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parrott, moved from 10th Street, Peterborough, New Hamp­ shire, will officially take office next week. The new class of three-hundred, the coming year is a complete inva­ sion of the school's record last year and senatorial election system with a des­ picably low vote.

Parrot attended Peterborough High School, and graduated from St. Lawrence College, assistant business man­ ager, Mass. He spent two years in the Navy and two years in Trinity in Communi­ (Continued on page 6)

"Ike for President"
Com. Organized

Students and faculty members in­ terested in seeing Dwight D. Eisen­ hower as the next president of the college were in agreement last week.

Donald F. Inglehardt, New Trier High School, has been announced as one of the candidates for the first Bac­ calaureate speakers at Trinity in 1952.

New officers have been elected to the student council and the student council, the year book and newspaper, and one of the heads of the Student Methodist Fellowship.

He won the state conference in French and German.

In addition, he participates in dram­ atic activities.

Donald F. Inglehardt, New Trier High School, has been announced as one of the candidates for the first Bac­ calaureate speakers at Trinity in 1952.

New officers have been elected to the student council and the student council, the year book and newspaper, and one of the heads of the Student Methodist Fellowship.

He won the state conference in French and German.

In addition, he participates in dram­ atic activities.

The purpose of the "Ike for Presi­ dent" Committee is to present the broad background of the view of the General, and to work in connection with the Eisenhower campaign in Hartford.
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Baccalaureate Sermon to be Given by Heuss of New York

The Rev. John W. Heuss, D.D., rector of Trinity Church, New York City, will deliver the traditional open Baccalaureate sermon at the college June 15 at 11 a.m., it was announced today by Dean Hughes.
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WHAT'S WRONG IN DELAYED RUSHING

The Mason Plan has just finished its three-day run and the houses are still echoing with "Hello—where are you going?" and "I can't find my directional dots"—two phrases that pass during these affairs. The one serious and vital topic discussed by the students who actually were there was the unfairness and uselessness of one-week delayed rushing. Both freshmen and fraternity men are in favor of revision of this system of club administration. The opinion on campus is strong enough to warrant some action—no by the administration, but by the IFC.

The newly-elected council should consider the deferred rushing plan as it now functions. In the one-year period necessary for the plan to accomplish its purpose? The Tripod firmly believes that a year is too long a period for the administration to understand the disadvantages. On the other hand, rushing freshmen four or five weeks after they arrive is far worse than any amount of deferred rushing. There must be some sort of middle ground on which a stable and sound framework for rushing can be established.

There are, of course, many considerations to be thought about before any revision is put to a student vote. The Tripod proposes to print in these columns the results of an impartial study of the evaluation of the present method and to document and prove its contention that the best possible times for rushing would be either between semesters or before spring vacation. The new IFC should quickly undertake a complete investigation so that by early next year some concrete proposals may be presented to the students.

THE LIBRARY AND THE JESTERS . . .

Tonight the Jesters open in a play that, judging by the rehearsals, should be one of their best. There is a line of farces that the Jesters can do quite well, but this group can do through one medium, the theater-in-the-round, the Jestures have fabricated out of lower Alumni Hall.

When the group was moved from downtown Avery Memorial, the reason advanced for the change was that they had grown too far away from the campus. Unfortunately, the only place available to the Jesters when they came back to the hill was Alumni Hall. They did an exemplary job with these poor facilities.

Now, however, there will be available a room quite suitable for conventional theatrical production—the present library reading room. An enthusiastic and interested group of faculty and students have labored to transform this room, which could be a lounge or a theater, into a lounge. This could be done quite easily if a small amount of space is made available to the Jesters.

There are, of course, many considerations to be weighed in making this possible, but it seems to the case, as in many of the campus organizations, of encouraging us to take the necessary steps to accomplish as much as possible in one organization so that it can be an object of boast. Consideration of the best division for the job has been completely left up to the students.

COMPLETION OF PROGRAM

As has been said that certain fraternities have formed coalitions in order to prevent members from changing fraternities. This, in itself, is no reason to be against the change, but it does not give the man he wants as easily as it does in no other section of the country.

Bellarmine, for instance, and thereby give the man of his choice the ability do so by this method. The result, although earnest as any manhood could have done so by this method. It has been said that some men have been elected by this method.

The period of the selection process was determin­ed at an early stage and the whole system revolves about the dim. This determination is the only reason why the process has been lengthened, and it seems to be the case, as in many of the campus organizations, of encouraging us to take advantage of this opportunity.

It has been said that in the North there has never degenerated while the South has; in a way this is true, until one realizes that the North has never had a chance to degenerate because it never really amounted to anything in the first place. After all, you can't really fall from grace unless you have at one time attained it. The main reason for this steady non-progression of the North has been its protest, that most cardinal of all sins, the sin that devotion from heaven, the sin that continually doubles itself in the North because Yale does not grant the university's point of being proud of their graduates.

Subhroders under this sign include stupidity, called "stodgholmism"; a basic mistrust of their fellowmen, called "schoenophobia"; lack of forethought, called "conservatism, if not to the extreme of back-stabbing, called "craftiness"; ill-bred, called "morosity"; drunken, called "healthy persis­tence," and optimism, called "self-confidence." That minute little magazine, that is more popular with the student body now than it was before, has been written, that is tongue-in-cheek, but unfortunately there were several who swallowed the whole thing as a serious article; I am sorry, but some Southerners' feelings, and I was disturbed by the strong agreement expressed by some of my Yankee readers. This New England pride, as exemplified by all too many of our classmates, has finally got under my skin to such a degree that I feel I must lay down the bars of self-control and take a long overdue purg­itive of the whole situation.
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Cameron and Students Make Annual Pilgrimage Up North

Concord, Harvard, Cambridge, and Walden

visited on trip

To the thrill "tread" of his whistle, in Mr. Cameron's class in American Literature set off early last Wednesday morning on the pilgrimage to Cambridge and Concord.

After a quick trip through Connecticut and southern Massachusetts, the pilgrims arrived in Cambridge and proceeded to the Longfellow-Drake house. They were taken on a tour of the old mansion where so many great figures of literature have visited by Mr. Valeouret, scholar and curator of the Longfellow house.

The interesting examples of Old American architecture and style coupled with many literary originals made the tour a valuable one.

The pilgrims were on a tight schedule, however, and soon found themselves racing down the walk to the cars for the trip to Harvard, where the first point of interest was the Widener Memorial Library.

The Widener room in this building contains one of the original Gutenberg Bibles, as well as many other treasures, including a woman librarian who has planned a novel of five minutes. Houghton Library, Harvard's new book tower, was the next stopping place. There, the pilgrims saw many shelves filled with valuable in­

ternational, and the original manuscript of many writers, ranging from Keats to Wolfe.

After Harvard, the group repaired to the banks of the Charles River, where they enjoyed a picnic lunch prepared by Dr. Cameron. After weather permitting, the entire idea started off towards Concord, home of Emerson, Thoreau, Moore, Hawthorne, and a score of lesser lights in the constellation that once illuminated the Massachusetts countryside.

First Stop, Old Manse

The first stop was at the "Old Manse," a building dating back to the Revolution where both Emerson and Hawthorne lived at one time. Looking out of one of the windows toward the "rude bridge that arched the flood," they noticed an inscription written in one window; it was the name of the Hawthorne's young bride.

The Concord Antiquarian Society was another point of interest and the group wandered archly through the various rooms representing different periods of architecture in Concord. Of special note were the rude furnishings.

Lecturer Speaks on "Christ and Church"

Father Stack, professor at St. Thomas Seminary and a well known lecturer, spoke at the last Newman Club meeting on the Mystical Body of Christ.

Prefacing his remarks with a few words about the recent volume of distinguished converts, Father Stack commented that many intellectuals have entered the Church because they find in it "a cause defensible before History and Reason." But, warned the priest, the Church must not be thought of only as a group of individuals or even solely as a spiritual power among nations, but as Christ corporally living today because, as St. Paul states in his epistle to the Corinthians, "Christ is the Church."

After demonstrating the Scriptural basis for the doctrine, especially the famous quotation, "And, Saul, Why dost thou persecute me?" Father Stack expounded some of the reasons and advantages for Christ's second birth at Pentecost. The prevailing reason, according to Father Stack, must have been a way of preserving Christ's truth and of maintaining its original pristine rigor.

After Much Debate Amherst Adopts Total Rushing Plan

The long discussed total rushing plan has become a reality at Amherst. After the usual rush-week tedious, the fraternity pledged 272 Freshmen, while 14 of the fresh wished to join the neutral Lord Jeff Club.

The Amherst plan, which was first introduced by The Student, campus publication, entails the issuing of equal quotas of perspective pledges in the various houses. That is, the number of men who wish to join fraternity is divided by the number of houses. Rushing then proceeds until there are one or two men left, when quotas for certain houses are raised to make enough places for the remaining freshmen.

This excerpt from a Student editorial probably typifies the feeling which now exists at the college. "Am­

hent has accomplished what, to our knowledge, no other fraternity college has ever done, and can now proudly think of itself as leading what we believe to be a rising movement in the liberaization of collegiate social systems. What is particularly notable is that this move, unlike the fight against discriminatory clauses, was not imposed upon fraternity by administrative or trustees action, but, rather, received its full impetus solely from undergraduate initiative. That's what we are really proud of."

In a cigarette, taste
makes the difference —
and Luckies taste better!

The difference between "just smoking" and really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a cigarette. You can taste the difference in the smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a Lucky... for two important reasons. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second, Luckies are made to taste better... proved best-made of all five principal brands. So reach for a Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better. Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

Candida Taft to Speak at Bushnell Tomorrow Night

Senator Robert A. Taft will address the Connecticut Association of Boards of Education Annual Conference at 8:00, in the Bush­

nell Auditorium. Dean Hughes will address the same group at 3:00 p.m. at Hartford High School.

This is Taft's third appearance in Connecticut. He has previously appeared in New Haven and Willimins­

tic. His talk will deal with United States foreign policy. Trinity students wishing to hear the speech may purchase tickets from Wally Barrett, President of the Taft for President Club, in Elton 116, or from Mr. Rus­

sell in the College Bookstore.

The Wloyer Gallery

252 TRUMBULL STREET

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
The story was completely reversed at Amherst, for the Hilltoppers were themselves completely outclassed by the purple and white. The only match won by the Trins was Rosen­baum and Murphy's doubles set-to with Boden and Flintong. The match lasted 3 hours, and was finally won by Trinity 6-4, 6-8, 10-8. Amherst is the defending New England Champ and seems to be headed for a repeat.

**Workouts**

The Bantams were relying for Mil­dredyy, who whipped them 8-1 last year, and came up with a 6-2/2 victory for vengence. The half­point split came when a doubles match was called because of darkness. Dick Stewart came from behind 4-0 and 3-2 deficit to beat Lartije, a Dutch exchange student 6-3, 4-6, 8-6.

**A high note in beer flavor**

People whose opinion we respect—folks who really understand and appreciate fine beer—have been telling us that today's Schaefer is really superb. The general consensus is that we've hit a new high note in true beer flavor. And many have asked, "What is the secret?"

Actually there is no secret to brewing a great beer. You start with the highest-quality malt, grain and hops you can buy. Then all you do is work for about a hundred years acquiring the skill needed to brew a beer up to the Schaefer standard of quality. Schaefer started in 1842. There are 110 years of tradition and craftsmanship behind the Schaefer beer you enjoy today. Think of that next time you order beer.

**HEARTSTONE RESTAURANT**

Select your own steak

See it broiled over hickory logs

Open kitchen

Cocktail lounge

480 MAPLE AVE. HARTFORD

AIR CONDITIONED

Known from coast to coast.

Quality Fish and Seafood

Blond, Red, Stout, and up.

22 State Street Hartford, Conn.

Bendix Laundrette

Entire week's Wash Day

As bright as new in 30 Minutes

PER MACHINE, WASHED 35c

(Soap Free)

Drying Service Available

Wednesday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

476 Park St.

Phone 2,3410
Cade's Beat Trackline

Sports Shorts...

As apology: As a result of a minor misunderstanding, last week's column was cut. Unfortunately, the action contained our selectors. Our apologies. We had ended Bill Gall on his basis of his action and Jack. With no ball, we have decided whether the Colonel would have added. It was a good move, while the Inspector, for the next time a bit. All in all, the baseball game of the day. It's still a bit early for a prediction on the Featherhills as it is to be the "Big Three," but look for next week.

The dash events in this week's track week. The track week's results indicate that the Hilltoppers should provide a bit of interest for the spectators. The Hilltoppers have a pair of sprinters who will be mighty hard to beat. George Wells holds the Vermont rec- ord for the 100-yard dash at 11.2, and has an elapsed 100-yard at 13 seconds flat in practice.

Along with the State Championships in Fencing, another award is made to the nationally places in the top three in the competition. This year the Druen Sword was taken by Ed Brennan, who graduated from Trinity in 1951.

Congrats to Bob Hunter, who cracked the college record for the 440-yard dash last Saturday's meet with the Coast Guardsmen. Hunter, whose attempt last year fell short by a foot, and finally made it with a time of 41.8.

Matt Castle, College View Tavern
215 ZION STREET
OUR SPECIALTY - GRINDERS STEAK SANDWICHES

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
COEDUCATIONAL
Member of ABA, of American
Law Schools
Matriculanda must be College graduates and present a full College record
Classes Begin Sept. 20, 1952
2120 FORSYTH STREET
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
203 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

DO IT TODAY! SWITCH TO MILD KENTUCKY CLUB

The Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company
270 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD BRANCH
311 PEARL STREET
WEST HARTFORD BRANCH
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
EIGHT EVEN OTHER BRANCHES THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN AND EASTERN CONNECTICUT

CONNECTICUT'S OLDEST TRUST COMPANY

Yearting Baseballers Take Pair, Trun Massachusetts and St. Thomas; Gallagher Has Two and O Record

By Joe Koriol

The past week has been a victorious one for the Trinity Varsity Baseballers. The team won its second successive contest of the season last Thursday, spending a stilly month of Massachusetts club, 2-1; and on Sat- urday, after a see-saw struggle, the team outlasted a strong-hitting St. Thomas crew by an 11-9 count.

Gallagher Wins No. 2

Thursday's game with the University of Massachusetts was a pitcher's duel all the way. Each starting pitcher went the distance with Jack "Tuck- terball" Gallagher getting his second consecutive win for the Frosh.

Trinity's two runs came in the fourth and sixth frames. In the bottom of the fourth Rick Kerbo's double off the wall at center field after a one out single at pitcher, led to a third run by Chet Leonard's sacrifice single. In the sixth frame a walk, a hit batters, and a fly to the right over the second baseman loaded the bases for Leonard. Chuck Leonard shot a single, forcing Kerbo to third to be picked up by Chuck Leonard's sacrifice. In the ninth frame a walk, a hit batters, and a sacrifice fly to the right of the third baseman, loaded the bases for Leonard, and a hit by the second baseman loaded the bases for Leonard. Chuck Leonard hit into a double play, forcing Kerbo to the plate, but on the third strike Magaleno stroked to the plate with the tie-breaking and, eventually, winning hit. The final score was 3-0 for St. Thomas.

St. Thomas Game Slogfest

In the second game, with St. Thomas tied the contest up in the second frame with another pair of runs, and grabbed another score in the third inning. Trinity picked up two runs in each of the second, fourth, and fifth.

Fisher Charged

Ben "Rebel" Fisher, the starting and winning pitcher for Trinity, was belted out of the box in the sixth inning with the bases loaded and two men out, and Dick Conroy came on to squeal the fire. In the seventh, Fisher was doubled for the second runs, making the score Trinity 8, St. Thomas 6. Conroy also registered three all-important runs in the last of the eighth, and St. Thomas equalized in the ninth, falling two runs shy, 11-9.

JUST ARRIVED

Our Summer Cord Suits and Jackets in Cotton or Nylon from $15.00

Campus Shop
Corner of Broad and Vernon
At the foot of Frentney, Raw

WOOD and WOOD
Hartford's Most Complete Hardware
Hotel Bond
Tel. 6-6656

YOUR INSURANCE MANAGER
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Yearling Baseballers Take Pair, Trun Massachusetts and St. Thomas; Gallagher Has Two and O Record

By Joe Koriol

The past week has been a victorious one for the Trinity Varsity Baseballers. The team won its second successive contest of the season last Thursday, spending a stilly month of Massachusetts club, 2-1; and on Sat- urday, after a see-saw struggle, the team outlasted a strong-hitting St. Thomas crew by an 11-9 count.

Gallagher Wins No. 2

Thursday's game with the University of Massachusetts was a pitcher's duel all the way. Each starting pitcher went the distance with Jack "Tuck- terball" Gallagher getting his second consecutive win for the Frosh.

Trinity's two runs came in the fourth and sixth frames. In the bottom of the fourth Rick Kerbo's double off the wall at center field after a one out single at pitcher, led to a third run by Chet Leonard's sacrifice single. In the sixth frame a walk, a hit batters, and a fly to the right over the second baseman loaded the bases for Leonard, and a hit by the second baseman loaded the bases for Leonard. Chuck Leonard hit into a double play, forcing Kerbo to the plate, but on the third strike Magaleno stroked to the plate with the tie-breaking and, eventually, winning hit. The final score was 3-0 for St. Thomas.

St. Thomas Game Slogfest

In the second game, with St. Thomas tied the contest up in the second frame with another pair of runs, and grabbed another score in the third inning. Trinity picked up two runs in each of the second, fourth, and fifth.

Fisher Charged

Ben "Rebel" Fisher, the starting and winning pitcher for Trinity, was belted out of the box in the sixth inning with the bases loaded and two men out, and Dick Conroy came on to squeal the fire. In the seventh, Fisher was doubled for the second runs, making the score Trinity 8, St. Thomas 6. Conroy also registered three all-important runs in the last of the eighth, and St. Thomas equalized in the ninth, falling two runs shy, 11-9.
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Hotel Bond
Tel. 6-6656

YOUR INSURANCE MANAGER

The Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company
270 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD BRANCH
311 PEARL STREET
WEST HARTFORD BRANCH
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
EIGHT EVEN OTHER BRANCHES THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN AND EASTERN CONNECTICUT

CONNECTICUT'S OLDEST TRUST COMPANY
The laboratory work for each student will consist of two periods of 1 hour each on different days of the week, not including Saturdays. Every possible effort will be made to train the students in the proper pronunciation of the foreign language and what is equally important, in learning to understand the language when it is spoken to him. Such training in speaking and comprehension is called the oral-oral method of language teaching, and is being adopted by many colleges in New England. Equipment for the effective implementation of this method in the language laboratories will be procured, to enable each student to make recordings in the foreign language at stated intervals, and thereby to indicate his progress in the active use of the language. There will of course be recordings available to enable a student to hear the correct pronunciation of whatever language he is studying.

Romance (Continued from page 1)

Robert H. Baker, Jr., Evanston, Illinois. Robert is an honor student, president of his home room, a Life Scout, and has won numerous awards in sports.

John M. Van Deventer, Peru, Illinois. John is an honor student, president of the dramatic club, head of the Debating Club, a member of the top honor group of his school, and a member of the track team.

Ronald B. Clarke, Lynneworth High School, with his home in La Grange, Illinois. Ronald is an honor student, plays varsity baseball, is editor of the year book, and is a member of the glee club and student council. In addition, he is vice-president of a 1600 member boys' club.

Gerald A. Fletcher, Jr., Oak Park High School, Oak Park, Illinois. Gerald is in the top quarter of his class, plays varsity soccer, is vice-president of the debating club, president of a youth group, president of the safety council, and an Eagle Scout.

Illinois Scholars
(Continued from page 1)

Sally Adair, Van Deren, Peoria, 1949. As a freshman she was a member of the track and swimming teams. In her sophomore year she was president of the class, and is the Trinity record for the 200-yard backstroke. In the past two years she has placed second in the breaststroke in the New England Swimming Tournament. This year, as a junior, she was recently re-elected班级 monitor of the Jesters, and also participated in the 1952 Connecticut Inter-collegiate Legislatures. A member of Alpha Delta Phi, Parrott is on the Dean's List.

Ray Parrott
(Continued from page 1)

Chesterfield is much milder
with an extraordinary good taste
and no unpleasant after-taste

*From the Report of a Well-Known Research Organization